
 
 
 
Lumeer is an open-source redefined information system to support natural and visual ways to 
handle business data.  
 
The main aim is to learn something new while working on a practical thing. We solve difficult 
problems to provide powerful tool in an easy to understand way so that citizen business 
analysts (read: spreadsheet users) can use them. From that point of view, the thesis is a 
research on UX and efficient information management. Students working on the project in 
previous years appreciated the bleeding edge technologies and fun while gaining useful 
knowledge that they can directly put in their CV. 
 

Topics 

Data Explorer for business management application Lumeer 
Motivation: One of the typical tasks users perform in spreadsheets is that they enter some 
sample data and see what happens when they do some changes to them. However, it might be 
hard to see what logical steps lead to the result. 

Goals: 

● design and implement an efficient editor where a user could perform various types of 
steps in a sequence 

● demonstrate the proposed design by implementing a sample application for Lumeer 

More info: http://thesis.science.upjs.sk/~akacengova/lumeer/data-explorer-for-lumeer/  

UI Component for business management application Lumeer 

Motivation: Many users are used to work with their data through tables. However, the table 
doesn't always unleash all the important insights from the data. Different data require 
different views or perspectives that provide the best way to analyse and work with them, e.g. 
for dates, geographical information etc.  

You are even encouraged to come up with your own idea how structured and relational data 
can be manipulated by using modern web technologies. 

http://thesis.science.upjs.sk/~akacengova/lumeer/data-explorer-for-lumeer/


Goals: 

● design and implement an original view of database data through which it will be 
possible to even update the data. E.g. a draggable Gantt chart, Kanban board, chart, 
calendar etc. 

● demonstrate the proposed design by integrating the view with Lumeer 

Technologies 

 
 

Further info 
● watch the introductory pitch by Martin Večeřa, CEO and the main founder (and your 

consultant in case you choose the thesis) 
● have a look at the website 
● read some posts on the blog  
● https://thesis.science.upjs.sk/~akacengova/lumeer/ 

What to do 
1. pick a topic you are interested in 
2. contact us for further info 
3. think about supervisor from ÚINF 

 

Get in touch & ask further questions 
Martin Večeřa - mvecera (at) lumeer.io 
Alica Kačengová - alica.kacengova (at) lumeer.io 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YEbMm6uv1Lc
http://www.lumeer.io/
http://blog.lumeer.io/
https://thesis.science.upjs.sk/~akacengova/lumeer/

